XP LITE-N4 by Man-D-Tec®

SURFACE-MOUNT CONTEMPORARY LED LINEAR LIGHTING FOR ELEVATORS DESIGNED TO NEMA 4, NEMA 4X, & NEMA 12 SPECIFICATIONS.

Neutral white LED lighting system designed to NEMA 4, NEMA 4X, & NEMA 12 specifications. Use this lighting system for elevators with hose-directed water or industrial applications.

Contains the following features:

- Design allows for primary LED lighting to be provided in nearly any elevator.

- Efficient LED provides significantly increased light output, while enclosure provides for a wide beam angle for superior lighting.

Purchase this unit by itself, or purchase as part of our “NEMA APPLICATION ELEVATOR PACKAGE” along with the ELS®-200-N4™ emergency lighting system and the MVS®-HAZLOC™ ventilation system.

1.800.944.6263
WWW.MANDTEC.COM
### Fixture (XP LITE-N4)

**DESIGNED TO NEMA 4, NEMA 4X, AND NEMA 12**

**ENCLOSURE**  
Polycarbonate  
Includes silicone rubber gasket and stainless steel screws  

**DIMENSIONS**  
5” Overall Height  
12” Overall Width  
15” Overall Length  

**LED COLOR**  
Neutral White (Approx 4,000k)  
Approx 1500 Lumens  

**LED**  
Wattage: Approx 15 Watts  
 Emitting Angle: 100 degree wide angle helps prevent dark spots  

---

### Power Supply

**DESIGNED TO NEMA 4, NEMA 4X, AND NEMA 12**

**ENCLOSURE**  
Polycarbonate  
Includes silicone rubber gasket and stainless screw  

**VOLTAGE**  
Input: 115 VAC (220VAC Also Available)  
Output: 24 VDC  

**DIMENSIONS**  
4” Overall Height  
7” Overall Width  
10” Overall Length  

---

### Wiring

**SECONDARY (OUTPUT)**  
Pre-harnessed at power supply and at each fixture  

---

### Emergency

**ELS-200-N4™**  
Optional standalone unit operates during power failure to meet ANSI 17.1 & ASME 17.3-2008 Elevator Code.  

**EXCEEDS A17.3 4-HOUR RUNTIME CODE REQUIREMENT FOR EMERGENCY LIGHTING.**

Purchase this unit by itself, or purchase as part of our “NEMA APPLICATION ELEVATOR PACKAGE” along with the ELS®-200-N4™ emergency lighting system and the MVS®-HAZLOC™ ventilation system.